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Notice the difference? It’s no secret our logo has changed from a globe. We evolved
into a symbol that embodies growth, innovation, and forward-looking spirits. Which
calls for a newsletter reflecting this change. As we celebrate this symbolic shift, we

also celebrate 25 years of unwavering dedication, resilience, and the remarkable
relationships we've built along the way. Here's to the next quarter-century of

accomplishments, challenges, and milestones as we embrace the future with open
arms and a bold new identity. 

Thank you for being part of our incredible journey!

HISTORY OF OUR LOGO

“The Secret of change is to focus all of your energy, not on fighting the old, but on building new.”
Socrates

1998-2002 2002-2008 2008-2017 2017-NOW
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SLAB BRACKETSLAB BRACKET
PPB-166PPB-1661

2 MASON GRADY
FOUNDATIONS

Mason Grady Foundations consistently
delivers with a level of professionalism that
exceeds expectations. Their team's expertise
and collaborative approach make them not
just a service provider but an extension of
our own mission. We look forward to many
more years of collaboration and mutual
growth.

Whether you're working on residential,
commercial, or industrial projects, the SLAB
BRACKET PPB-166 is your go-to solution for
reliable, high-performance slab support.
Elevate your construction experience with the
innovative SLAB BRACKET PPB-166 — where
strength meets precision.
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VENDOR SPOTLIGHT

Dinamic Oil has supported the helical pile installation industry since
2008 with our wide range of planetary gearboxes. In 2020, they entered

the market directly with an extensive offering of Anchor Drive
attachments developed specifically for the demanding helical pile
installation industry. They offer single and two-speed models that

withstand long duty cycles and produce reliable TRUE TORQUE (not
theoretical) results. Their models range from 5,000 ft-lbs to 300,000

Ft-lbs of actual torque.

To complement the Drive models, they developed several machine
mounting solutions. Their popular Tele-Mount is a multi-machine (skid

loader or excavator) mounting platform ideal for installing long pile
sections and on job sites where machine movement is limited due to soil

conditions or obstructions. The telescopic boom provides impressive
ground clearance and gives the operator excellent visibility during

installs. 

Rounding out the complete installation package is the Energi Pressure
Management system. Energi-PM easily adapts to any make and model of
Anchor Drive. Combining tried and true pressure monitoring with next-

generation WiFi data acquisition technology, Energi-PM uses your
mobile device to manage and record your helical pile installations.

Download our free intuitive mobile app for either iOS® or Android and
make any Drive a Smart-Drive.



Garrett
Roberts

THE
NEW
FACES

Our newest engineer, Garrett,
has been with ECP close to a
year now!  Fun Fact about
Garrett, he’s left handed.
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Abby 
Mitchell
Our newest hire, Abby, has taken on
a role in our marketing department.
Fun Fact about Abby, she’s never
lost a handstand contest.

of the
Team
WELCOME TO THE COMPANY!
WE FIGURED IT WAS TIME TO
BALANCE OUT THE AVERAGE
AGE IN THE OFFICE

abbymitchell@getecp.com

groberts@getecp.com



3-6
MARCH

CALENDAR 
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11-13
MARCH

1-3
APRIL

HELICAL PILES
TRAINING

PUSH PIER
TRAINING

SPFA
SHOW

In our helical pier
training, we not only

focus on how to install
them but also on the
testing done before,

during, and after
installation to make sure

they can solve the
building’s foundation

problems.

The 2024 SprayFoam
Convention & Expo is

Going to Vegas! Come
visit the ECP team at

booth #523. This is an
excellent event to

showcase our Polypier
products. Come learn

about ECP and Polypier,
and everything else ECP

has to offer!

This is the training you
need to make the
installation as easy as
possible. We show not
just the actual mechanics
of the installation, but all
of the considerations and
calculations that need to
take place before the first
pier is pressed.



8-10
APRIL-MAY
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30-2
APRIL

7-10
MAY

POLYPIER
TRAINING

BHA
SHOW

IFCEE
SHOW

of events

If you’re eager to learn
the art of polyurethane
foam injection, here we

will guide you through the
essential steps and skills

needed to become
proficient in this

innovative method.

The Basement Health
Association 2024

Meeting is taking place
just outside of

Philadelphia, PA. This
event will offer a dual
track of speakers and

round table sessions for
all to benefit from.

IFCEE will be taking place
in Dallas, TX at the Hyatt
Regency!  IFCEE is a
technical conference and
equipment show
dedicated to the design
and construction of
foundation systems.
Swing by our booth #712!
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THANK YOU #ECPNATION
We enjoyed seeing everyone at the World of Concrete this year! This was the

busiest show we’ve seen with a record # of attendees & exhibitors
showcasing the latest advancements in concrete construction and

technology. It was a great opportunity to connect with industry
professionals, exchange ideas, and explore new opportunities for

collaboration. Thank you to everyone who stopped by our booth and
contributed to making this event a huge success. We look forward to

continuing the momentum and building upon the connections made at World
of Concrete.

We are heading to The 2024 SprayFoam
Convention & Expo March 3-6! Visit Nick,

Aaron, Josh, and Brad @ booth #523 to learn
more and discover how Polypier can elevate

your projects to new heights.



DRIVEN 2024
September 23-26th
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Harrah’s Kansas City
One Riverboat Dr, North Kansas
City, MO, 64116

Owners, Sales, Project Managers

Product Training
Guest Speakers
Project of the Year Award
Networking 

DRIVEN is a way to bring our community of partners together to
celebrate everyone's success and strengthen the bonds that drive us
forward. It's a time to reflect on the milestones we've achieved
together, recognize the hard work and dedication of each member,
and inspire one another for the journey ahead. Through shared
experiences, networking opportunities, and collaborative discussions,
we aim to uphold a supportive and collaborative environment where
ideas flourish, relationships deepen, and innovation thrives.

PROJECT OF THE YEAR
SUBMISSIONS ARE

OPEN. SEND VIDEOS,
PICTURES, &

DESCRIPTIONS OF YOUR
PROJECT TO 

marketing@getecp.com



We provide support and training to contractors and professionals using ECP push piers, helical piles,
polypier, and waterproofing products. This commitment to professional development ensures that
those utilizing ECP's products have the knowledge and skills necessary for proper installation and

application.

ECP HAS PRODUCT TRAINING

DID YOU
KNOW?
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More training dates to come 
3D models ready to be released




